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Foothold ideas: PressureFoothold ideas: Pressure

 At a boundary or wall, the pressure in a constrained At a boundary or wall, the pressure in a constrained 
fluid creates a force perpendicular to the surface. fluid creates a force perpendicular to the surface. p pp p

 The The constrained constrained gas or liquid has gas or liquid has an internal an internal pressure, pressure, 
ApF




meaning that it would create a force against any meaning that it would create a force against any 
surface placed anywhere inside the gas or liquid in any surface placed anywhere inside the gas or liquid in any 
orientation.orientation.
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Foothold ideas: Pressure 1Foothold ideas: Pressure 1Foothold ideas: Pressure 1Foothold ideas: Pressure 1
 In a gas the molecules are moving very fast In a gas the molecules are moving very fast g g yg g y

in all directions. On the average in all directions. On the average 
the momentum cancels out.  the momentum cancels out.  

 If you put in a wall keeping the gas on only If you put in a wall keeping the gas on only 
one side, only the momentum in one directionone side, only the momentum in one directionone side, only the momentum in one direction one side, only the momentum in one direction 
acts on the wall (N2, N3), creating a force.acts on the wall (N2, N3), creating a force.

 In a nonIn a non flowing gas the force/area is aflowing gas the force/area is a In a nonIn a non--flowing gas, the force/area is a flowing gas, the force/area is a 
constant, the pressure. It is proportional to constant, the pressure. It is proportional to 
the number of molecules and theirthe number of molecules and their mvmv22 ..
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Foothold ideas: Pressure 2Foothold ideas: Pressure 2
 A constrained fluid has an internal pressure A constrained fluid has an internal pressure 

––like an internal force at every point in all directionslike an internal force at every point in all directionslike an internal force at every point in all directions. like an internal force at every point in all directions. 
(Pressure has no direction.)(Pressure has no direction.)

 At a boundary or wall the pressure creates a forceAt a boundary or wall the pressure creates a force At a boundary or wall, the pressure creates a force At a boundary or wall, the pressure creates a force 
perpendicular to the wall. perpendicular to the wall. 

 The pressure in a fluid increases with depth. (N0, N2)The pressure in a fluid increases with depth. (N0, N2)
ApF



e p essu e u d c e ses w dep . (N0, N )e p essu e u d c e ses w dep . (N0, N )

 The pressure in a fluid is the same on any horizontalThe pressure in a fluid is the same on any horizontal
gdpp  0

 The pressure in a fluid is the same on any horizontal The pressure in a fluid is the same on any horizontal 
plane no matter what the shape or openings of the plane no matter what the shape or openings of the 
container. (Vessel shaped like Utah.)container. (Vessel shaped like Utah.)
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PascalPascal’’s Principles PrinciplePascalPascal s Principles Principle

WWA force exertedA force exerted
21

A
W

A
W


A force exerted A force exerted 
on a part of a fluid on a part of a fluid 
is transmitted throughis transmitted through

21 AAis transmitted through is transmitted through 
the fluid and expressed the fluid and expressed 
in all directions.in all directions.in all directions.in all directions.
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Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
BuoyancyBuoyancy

 ArchimedesArchimedes’’ principleprinciple: When an object is immersed: When an object is immersed ArchimedesArchimedes principleprinciple: When an object is immersed : When an object is immersed 
in a fluid (in gravity), the result of the fluidin a fluid (in gravity), the result of the fluid’’s pressure s pressure 
variation with depth is an upward force on the object variation with depth is an upward force on the object 
equal to the weight of the water that would have been equal to the weight of the water that would have been 
there if the object were not.there if the object were not.
A lt bj t h d it i l th th tA lt bj t h d it i l th th t As a result, an object whose density is less than that As a result, an object whose density is less than that 
of the fluid will float, one whose density is of the fluid will float, one whose density is 
greater than that of the fluid will sink.greater than that of the fluid will sink.g eate t a t at o t e u d w s .g eate t a t at o t e u d w s .

 An object less dense than the fluid will float with An object less dense than the fluid will float with 
a fraction of its volume under the fluid equal to a fraction of its volume under the fluid equal to 
the ratio of its density to the fluidthe ratio of its density to the fluid’’s density.s density.
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An object hung from a spring An object hung from a spring 
scale is lowered into water.  scale is lowered into water.  
When the object is immersed, When the object is immersed, j ,j ,
the scale will readthe scale will read

1.1. a larger valuea larger value
2.2. a smaller valuea smaller value
33 the same valuethe same value3.3. the same valuethe same value
4.4. cancan’’t tell t tell –– not enough infonot enough info
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Making sense of Buoyant ForcesMaking sense of Buoyant Forces

 Draw a free body diagram for the bag of water

Swimming Pool
Bag filled 
with Water

 Replace the bag a water with a rock of equal 
volume in the free body diagram

Swimming Pool

volume in the free body diagram 
– What changed?

H l i d f k d ?– How large is upward force on rock due to water? 
12



Making sense of Buoyant ForcesMaking sense of Buoyant Forces

Draw a free body diagram for the cylinder of waterDraw a free body diagram for the cylinder of water



Three cubes of equal volume are Three cubes of equal volume are 
hung on strings A and B have the samehung on strings A and B have the samehung on strings. A and B have the same hung on strings. A and B have the same 
mass and block C has less. The blocks mass and block C has less. The blocks 
are lowered into a fish tank and they hangare lowered into a fish tank and they hangare lowered into a fish tank and they hang are lowered into a fish tank and they hang 
at rest as shown.at rest as shown.
H d th f t d b th t thH d th f t d b th t th tt f ff fHow does the force exerted by the water on the How does the force exerted by the water on the top top surface of surface of 
each cube compare to the force exerted by the water on the each cube compare to the force exerted by the water on the 
bottom bottom surface of that same cube? surface of that same cube? 

A.A. The force on top is biggerThe force on top is bigger
B.B. The force  on bottom The force  on bottom 

i bii biis biggeris bigger
C.C. They are the same.They are the same.
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Three cubes of equal volume are Three cubes of equal volume are 
hung on strings. A and B have the samehung on strings. A and B have the samehung on strings. A and B have the same hung on strings. A and B have the same 
mass and block C has less. The blocks mass and block C has less. The blocks 
are lowered into a fish tank and they hangare lowered into a fish tank and they hangare lowered into a fish tank and they hang are lowered into a fish tank and they hang 
at rest as shown.at rest as shown.
H d th b t f t d b th tH d th b t f t d b th tHow do the buoyant forces exerted by the water How do the buoyant forces exerted by the water 
on the three cubes rank? on the three cubes rank? 

A.A. BFBFBB > BF> BFAA = BF= BFCC

B.B. BFBFBB = BF= BFAA > BF> BFCC

C.C. BFBFBB > BF> BFAA > BF> BFCC

D.D. BFBFAA = BF= BFBB = BF= BFCC

h kih kiE.E. Some other rankingSome other ranking
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A boat carrying a large boulder is floating on aA boat carrying a large boulder is floating on a lake Thelake TheA boat carrying a large boulder is floating on a A boat carrying a large boulder is floating on a lake.Thelake.The
boulder is thrown overboard and sinks. The water level in boulder is thrown overboard and sinks. The water level in 

the lake (with respect to the shore)the lake (with respect to the shore)the lake (with respect to the shore)the lake (with respect to the shore)

1.1. rises.rises.
2.2. drops.drops.
33 remains the sameremains the same3.3. remains the same.remains the same.


